Go LNG

LNG Value Chain for Clean Shipping, Green Ports and Blue Growth in Baltic Sea Region
Project content structure

- BSR Blue corridor strategy
- Integrated value chain study
- LNG fuel distribution strategy
- LNG Standard and regulation toolbox
- LNG shipping index
- LBG business concept
- BSR LNG Business Cluster
- Functioning business network
- R&D
- Study visits
- B To B meetings
- Business plans and pilot projects
- BSR LNG competence center
- Training programs
- Training and research infrastructure
- Service package
- Network of training institutions
Blue corridor strategy

The aim of the Strategy is to establish strategic approach of LNG infrastructure development and mobilize the critical mass of technology, business partnerships, and regulative authorities to implement LNG powered transport networks in BSR.


We will provide a model on how LNG infrastructure should be deployed in order to establish LNG powered transport corridors for Maritime; Road; Rail;.
In order to apply Integrated LNG Value Chain and enable LNG powered transport corridors in BSR project aims to establish BSR LNG Business cluster. Cluster will help to gather and establish the critical mass of business to facilitate service, finance, technology and innovation for deploying LNG infrastructure, applying LNG as a fuel utilizing the Regions environmental challenges in to the **business opportunities**.

- Business opportunities
- Collaboration platform
- Innovation
- Experience, Knowledge, Competence


We have build and efficient and sustainable business network.
Project will aim at establishing value chain, technological concepts and business models in order to enable coastal communities to produce and supply Shipping and Port energy consumption. This will ensure sustainability of LNG infrastructure and economic grow in the coastal communities

- Sustainability of LNG infrastructure
- Technology
- Business model


With LNG it is clean, with LBG sustainable, both together reliable clean energy source.
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